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BORDER X BREWING 
Craft beer is soaring in popularity and breweries are sprouting throughout the city. Now on tap is Border 
X Brewing--infusing the L.A. beer-scape with their own Latino flavor. David Favela, founder and CEO of 
Border X Brewing talk to Vista L.A. Border X Brewing draws its name from its original location by the 
U.S.-Mexico border. The brewery then moved to Barrio Logan-one of the longest standing Latino 
neighborhoods in San Diego and home to Chicano Park, a National Historic Landmark. Their new L.A. 
satellite opened in the City of Bell, a thriving Latino suburb in Southeast Los Angeles. And while, for 
some in the area, craft beer might still be a novel concept, Border X has a winning formula.

LA PUPUSA 
La Pupusa Urban Eatery is a new restaurant in Los Angeles owned by Stephanie Figueroa and Juan 
Serabia.  They serve delicious Salvadoran pupusas with a modern twist.

HAPPY ORGANICS 
It's not often you find a millennial beekeeper, but Jessica Gonzalez, founded "Happy Organics," as a way 
to honor her father, Salvador. She created a hemp-derived CBD product line that includes raw honey, 
chocolate, and muscle balms for the mind and body.

TAZON 
Tazón is a charming new spot in downtown Fullerton where comfort comes in a bowl.  Inspired by the 
mercados in Mexico, Julian and Luis Martinez opened this new restaurant and customers are loving it. 

PORTO’S NEW LOCATION 
Porto’s Bakery is one of Southern California’s most beloved bakeries.  Co-Owner Betty Porto gave us a 
tour, a special inside look at one of their newest locations and provided some insight at their secrets to 
success.

TREJO’S FARMERS MARKET
Actor Danny Trejo has expanded his taco empire with a new restaurant in the heart of Los Angeles called 
“Trejo’s Farmer’s Market.” Tina Malave talk to Trejo about his newest venture. 


